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ABSTRACT  
 

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs), due to their small size, low cost, and untethered communication over a 

short-range, have great potential for applications and services. Due to hostile environments and an 

unattended nature, they are prone to many types of attacks by adversaries. False data injection attacks 

compromise data accuracy at the sink node and cause undesirable energy depletion at the sink and 

intermediate nodes. In order to detect and counter false data attacks, a number of en-route filtering 

schemes have been proposed. However, they lack a strong false report detection capacity or cannot support 

network dynamics well. Commutative cipher-based en-route filtering (CCEF) is based on fixed paths, and a 

fixed detection probability, and does not consider the residual energy of a node. In an enhanced detection-

capacity and energy-efficient en-route filtering (EDEF) scheme, we use a fuzzy logic system which 

considers the residual energy, false traffic ratio (FTR), and number of message authentication codes 

(MACs) in a report to evaluate the fitness of a node to be a verification node. This helps to balance network 

energy usage and reduce the number of hops a false report may travel. The simulation results demonstrate 

the validity of our scheme with increased energy-efficiency (4.55 to 13.92%) and detection power (99.95%) 

against false report attacks in WSNs. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Advances in wireless communication have offered low cost, low energy, small size, and multi-

purpose sensor nodes over short range communications. Given extremely limited resources, 

uncertain network conditions, and a hazardous environment, network resources should be 

managed wisely to cater to wireless sensor network (WSN) needs. Increasing false report 

detection-capacity and energy-efficiency is an important challenge. In this paper we investigate a 

fuzzy-based approach to increase the detection power and to save more energy in comparison 

with variants of commutative cipher-based en-route filtering (CCEF) [1] scheme. 

 

In a WSN, sensor nodes are randomly distributed and are left unattended for long periods of time. 

An attacker can compromise these nodes, steal information, or waste scarce network resources. 

Such attacks are prevented or minimized by implementing security measures that save energy 

through early or better detection and the prevention of such attacks. A typical false report 

injection attack in sensor network is shown in Figure 1. As the reports from a compromised 

sensor node traverse the path from the false event location to the sink-node or base station (��), 

energy along the path is drained. Ultimately, a false alarm is triggered for a non-existent event at 

a user’s device. 
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Figure 1. A typical Attack Scenario in Wireless Sensor Network 

 
 

Research has sought to increase the security of WSNs using en-route filtering schemes and their 

modifications [1-12], underlying routing protocols [13-17], and energy-efficient clustering and 

resource management [18-22]. Recently, it has been observed that the sensor nodes closer to the 

sink and on critical paths tend to deplete their energy at a faster rate than the other nodes 

[23].This results in energy-holes or uneven energy-distribution around the sink which results in a 

reduced network lifetime. This indicates that while making routing decisions or selecting filtering 

nodes, the residual energy of a node should also be considered. An interleaved hop-by-hop 
authentication (IHA) scheme [4] and CCEF rely on fixed paths routing such asgreedy perimeter 

stateless routing (GPSR)[14]; they create a path and use it for the life of the communication route 

between the source and the��. Another limitation of CCEF is that it does not consider energy 

when making routing decisions or selecting a filtering node.  

 

In this paper, we propose an enhanced detection-capacity and energy-efficient en-route filtering 

(EDEF) scheme. We use a fuzzy logic system which takes the residual energy level (������), 

false traffic ratio (�	�), and number of message authentication codes (
��) in a report and 

determined the fitness (��	����) of an en-route node to be a verification node. Fuzzy logic deals 

with uncertainty or errors in engineering by adding some degree of certainty in the answering of 
logical questions. Normal logic relies on a series of true or false statements; however, for many 

situations, the input is similar to ‘maybe’ or ‘not sure’, rather than a certain 0 or 1. Fuzzy logic is 

simple, practical, and a strong candidate for applications which require minimum onboard 

computation and fast implementation. The fuzzy system may not be optimal but it can be 

acceptable for sensor networks due to lowers size and cost. If the fitness value of an evaluated 

node is greater than threshold		�, the fuzzy fitness value of a sensor node, this node can be 

selected as a filtering node.  
 
 

The main features of EDEF are as follows: 1) design and implementation of a new detection 

power technique, 2) fuzzy logic is used to carefully select verification nodes, and 3) detection 

probability depends on variation in the number of attacks, which is fixed in CCEF. The 
simulation results demonstrate the validity of our scheme with increased energy-efficiency due to 

better detection-capacity against false report attacks in WSNs.  

 

EDEF has the following advantages:  

 

• Improvement in energy-efficiency  

• Increased detection-capacity  

• Ability to adapt to network conditions 
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Figure 2. Query and response procedure in CCEF 

 

With an increased FTR, a greater number of filtering nodes are assigned; hence, more 

verifications take place. Energy is therefore saved by dropping false reports earlier. For a low 

FTR, fewer filtering nodes are assigned so a small number of verifications take place. Energy can 

also besaved since true or legitimate reports may to go through a smaller number of verifications. 

However, our scheme rely on the better and early filtering with more verifications, it means more 

energy is saved in fabricated report whereas less on legitimate reports which has to go through 

more verifications.  
 

1.1Background 
 
In this section, we present working of CCEF in detail. 
 

1.1.1. Query and Response  
 

The simple query and response procedure of CCEF is shown in Figure 2. The query message 

consisting of Query ID (���), a cluster head (��) ID (����), and a session key (��) encrypted 

with a �� node key (��) i.e., {k�}�� ! , is forwarded to the source ��.The���	and�"keys are 

dropped on every node in the path as shown in Figure 2(a). The verification node(s) on reverse 

path are selected based on probability	#� = 1/'ℎ, where ' is design parameter and ℎ is number 

of hops. The response consists of	���	, a report	(�), the �)of	�, �, and	�, a session MAC (
���)	and a node MAC	(
���).The 
��� is generated by a simple ./� operation using the 

selected 0 nodes, and the 
���is generated by the �� key. 

 

A report is endorsed by the neighbors (i.e. an event sensing node sends event information along 

with	
���- it verifies that event report is from legitimate neighbor)which receive the event’s 

information and is forwarded to the��, as shown in Figure 2(b). When the query reaches	), the �� key is used to decrypt the �� key to verify if the query was sent by the original��. The �� 

compresses the 
�� of event sensing nodes to generate its 
��� using an exclusive OR (./�) 
operation. The XOR operation is used because of its simplicity to obtained single compressed 
��� of �� node. In case of one or more event sensing nodes will send report with 

wrong	
���, the��  will know one or more event sensing nodes or ��is compromised because 

same 
��� of �� node could not be regenerate. It prepares and sends response message along 

with the	
��� and the �) of the endorsing nodes. Using a detection probabilistic method 

intermediate nodes � and � are selected as verification nodes. After the ��replies, a session is 

established. Following this procedure, a path is created to the event location. A session expires 

after 0 time units or after a node is depleted (i.e. sensor node residual energy reaches to zero and 

cannot communicate). 
 

1.1.2. Verification and MAC Generation  
 

When the report in the response message reaches the	��, it generates the
��� of the �� using 

the 
�� of nodes with �) in the report and verifies it along with the	
���. This validates the �� and all of the report-endorsing neighbors if both conditions are verified. If not, either the �� 

or one or more of the endorsing nodes are compromised as mentioned earlier. CCEF is based on 
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an expansive public key infrastructure [10]. It is a non-symmetric key-based filtering scheme in 

which intermediate nodes can verify the authenticity of the session without having an 

authentication key. Instead of authentication keys, �"keys are used to verify the legitimacy of a 

session. Before communication, a secure session is established between the source of the event 

and the	��.  
 

2. EXPERIMENTAL ENVIRONMENT 

 
In this section, we explain the experimental environment assumptions and how we obtain the 

attacks information or �	�without incurring extra messages on sensor nodes.  

 

2.1. Assumptions 

 
An adversary can compromise a sensor node; however, the	�� cannot be compromised and has 

sufficient amount of energy and processing power. Moreover, a �� is also assumed to be secure 

for the duration of a session. The cooperation between multiple nodes is outside the scope of this 

paper. Sensor field sensor nodes and the �� in the sensor fields are assumed to be static. Unique �) and �� keys are preloaded in the sensor nodes. The �� knows the �) and �� keys of all 
nodes. In our implementation of the energy dissipation model, we only consider the energy 

dissipation that is associated with the radio component. Moreover, we assume that underlying 

platform for our experimental environment is Mica2 sensor motes [25].  

 

2.2. Experimental model   

 
In this paper, we consider an evenly distributed 5000-node sensor network in grid area of (250 × 250)	m6with a cluster size of	(10 × 10)	m6. In each cluster, an equal number of nodes 

are randomly positioned. The�� is aware of the node�), locations, and �� keys of all of the 

sensor nodes. The experiments are performed in a custom built simulator in Microsoft Visual 

Studio using the C++ programming language. Each sensor node has a fixed energy (e.g., 1 joule) 

and a limited sensing range. We perform experiments with different FTRs, and as the FTR 

increases, compromised nodes may also increase.  

 

The energy required to transmit (	7) and receive (�7)a bit is 4.28 µJ and 2.36 µJ respectively 

[24] for Mica2 platform. An event message is 320 bits long and the energy needed to transmit and 
receive it is 1.37 mJ 0.755 mJ. The energy used in commutative cipher-based computation is 9 mJ 

[25]. Table 1 shows the parameters for the experimental setup that was used for performance 

analysis. The communication links are considered to be bidirectional in the sense that if a node � 

can send a message to�, then� is also capable of sending a message back to�. When nodes are 

deployed, the boot-up process is initialized with a localization-awareness component. Each node 

also assumes a unique �)and knows its �� key. 
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Table 1. Network environment setup parameters 

 

The energy required to transmit (	7) and receive (�7)a bit is 4.28 µJ and 2.36 µJ respectively 

[24] for Mica2 platform. An event message is 320 bits long and the energy needed to transmit and 
receive it is 1.37 mJ 0.755 mJ. The energy used in commutative cipher-based computation is 9 mJ 

[25]. Table 1 shows the parameters for the experimental setup that was used for performance 

analysis. The communication links are considered to be bidirectional in the sense that if a node � 

can send a message to�, then� is also capable of sending a message back to�. When nodes are 

deployed, the boot-up process is initialized with a localization-awareness component. Each node 

also assumes a unique �)and knows its �� key. 

 

2.3. Attack information or FTR 

 
The communication in our method is query-driven in which a query message is initiated by the �� to inquire about an event in an area. For one query-response session, the �� knows the 

expected number of event reports from the source	��. A legitimate report received at the ��	will 

increment the respective counter by one to determine total number such reports. For this case no 

extra messages or energy consumption is required at the sensor nodes. Fabricated or false reports 

can be dropped either en-route or at the ��. In first case a fabricated report is dropped en-route, 

the �� will know report is dropped after a time window is elapsed. In second case, if a fabricated 

report is reached at the ��, it will be dropped after final verification. In both cases of legitimate 

and fabricated reports, the �� will know the total number both types of reports by their respective 

counters. Therefore, by using this information the value of the attack information or simple �	� 

can be determined at any time by using following formula:  

 �	� = ∑ 9:;<�=:>?�	<?@A<>�	(��B?=>?�	C:D�?	<?@A<>	:>>:=E�)FA>:D	<?@A<>�	(C:;<�=:>?�	:��	D?G�>�H:>?)�?IJ –                                             (1) 

 

Where K is the number of events from 1 to	L.The counters and computations on the �� can be 
justified since it has sufficient power and computation capacity. 
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3. PROPOSED SCHEME  

 
In this section we elaborate on the workings of EDEF in detail including boot-up, session and 

key-distribution, en-route filtering and verification processes at the ��. 

 

3.1. Boot-up initialization  

 
Sensor nodes are considered secure for the initialization during the boot-up process, and it is also 

assumed that the ��cannot be compromised. The sensor nodes have a fixed amount of energy. At 

this phase, the randomly deployed nodes are granted unique �) and	��. Furthermore, each node 

can know its location through a location mechanism. 

 

3.2. Session set-up and key-distribution 

 
In the proposed method, the �� sends a �H message to the �� (i.e., node )) that contains the ���, ����. In order to establish a session, a plain text	�" key is pre-deterministically disseminated 

to the portion of the nodes that have a large enough fitness value (i.e., explained in section 3.3.1) 

in as determined by the fuzzy system. However, if �" keys are distributed pre-deterministically 

before a session is established, different paths with different numbers of 	�" keys may exist, 

allowing for the identification of a desired path corresponding to the FTR. This helps with 

dynamically supporting different �	�s in contrast to CCEF where the probability of detection is 

fixed independent of �	�. 
 

In response,	�H when forwarding a report to the	��, only the nodes selected for	�" keys are used 

as verification nodes. The rest of the session setup process is similar to CCEF, as explained in 

background Section 1.1. A session expires after 0 time units or after a node is depleted. 

 

3.3. Verification 

 
3.3.1. Fitness Value determination  

 
The verification nodes are assigned based on fuzzy rule based evaluation. The fuzzy system 

output value is called the fitness value used to assign a node as verification role. If the fitness 

value is greater than threshold (	�) node can be verification node. The fitness value is determined 

by using If-Then roles. Some of the rules are presented in Table 2. 

 
Table 2. Selected Fuzzy If-Then Rules 

 

Rule# 
�� ������ �	� ��	���� 

0 VL S VL U 

5 VL M L U 

11 VL L VH U 

17 E M L N 

23 E L VH F 
Keys: These abbreviations are defined in section 3.4 where fuzzy 

logic system used in proposed method is explained with detail. 
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3.3.2. Membership functions 

 

The three input and one output factors of the fuzzy system are called fuzzy membership functions. 

The three input membership functions are;	
��,������,and�	�. The output membership 

function is��	����. The role of various membership functions and their impact on performance 
is illustrated in the Table 3. The number of fuzzy sets of a membership function are selected 

based security and energy is saving criteria. 

 
Table 3. Selected Fuzzy If-Then Rules 

 

Membership 

function 

Fuzzy 

sets 

Role Impact on performance 


�� 3 Reflect # of nodes attach MACs 

to report 

More MACs more communication 

overhead ������ 2 To prefer higher energy nodes for 

verifications 

Balance energy usage over the 

larger group of sensor nodes.  

�	� 4 Assign verification nodes 

according to current attacks 

Saves more energy at higher FTR 

by performing more verifications 

��	���� 3 Determine verification nodes with 	� 

Determine # of verifications nodes 

depending on  	� 

 

3.3.3. Use of fuzzy logic system 

 
In recent years, the number and diversity of applications of fuzzy logic have been increased 

significantly from house hold items to industrial process controls. It is methodology which deal 

with words instead of number to represent human intuition. Dealing with words instead of 

numbers accommodates the uncertainty of the real world and lower the cost of the solution by 

exploiting the tolerance for imprecision. In this paper we exploits the tolerance of imprecision, 

uncertainty, and partial truth (i.e., opposite to T/F or 1/0) in order to achieve tractability, 

robustness, and low cost of solution.Although mathematical methods are simple, however, 

finding correct formula in many cases is complex task. In such cases as in this case we have to 

use fuzzy logic to get an acceptable performance with simple IF-Then roles. As results will 

demonstrate the use of fuzzy logic we not only achieve better detection-capacity also save energy. 

Sensor nodes with a fitness value higher than 20% can have verification status by assigning �" 

keys and	���	.  
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3.4. Fuzzy-based fitness evaluation  

 
As mentioned before in order to drive the fitness value of an intermediate node our fuzzy system 

considers three inputs: a) MACs, b) ENERGY, c) FTR, and returns d) FITNESS. Moreover, the 

number of fuzzy sets assignment to a membership function is based on its importance to security 

and energy-efficiency. The number of fuzzy sets determine the level of granularityor degree of a 

membership function. Moreover, the range of the fuzzy sets is set equal as per standard or based 
on their importance. Fuzzy membership functions and their associated fuzzy sets are highlighted 

in Figure3. 

 

• MACs represent the number of MACs attached to the report. The higher the number, the more 

the communication overhead is associated, and vice versa. This fuzzy membership function has 

three fuzzy sets, namely small (S), medium (M), and high (H).  

 

• ENERGY represents the residual energy level of a node between 0 to 100%. It has two fuzzy 

sets, namely low (L) and high (H). The nodes with energy higher than 20% can participate in 

routing, event information forwarding, and candidates to be verification nodes. The nodes with 

energy between 10 - 20% cannot be verification node but can still participate in routing and 

event information forwarding. The nodes with less than 10% can participate in information 

forwarding only and nodes with energy 0% are depleted nodes.   

 

• FTR has four fuzzy sets; these are very small (VS), small (S), high (H), and very high (VH). 

This has more fuzzy membership sets due to its relative importance for security to counter 

different ratios of attacks.  
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• FITNESS has fuzzy outputs of not fit (NF), medium (M), and fit (F). If the fitness value is 

higher than threshold	�or 25%, a node is fit to be selected as a verification node. We used hit 

and trial to find an acceptable level of	�.   

 

For the three input factors there are two, three and four fuzzy sets, so there are 24 combinations or 

rules to be considered for driving the fitness value for the inputs. When the fuzzy rules are 

matched to one the three fuzzy outputs a sensor node can be assigned one of the NF, M, or F 

status. The total number of fuzzy sets is reasonable for acceptable solution, which is neither very 

trivial nor complex for the practicality of a fuzzy system on a sensor node. 
 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 
In both CCEF and proposed schemes, all of the keys, number of keys, types of messages and 

message lengths are identical. Most of the computations for selecting verification nodes are being 

done on the �� so there is no extra overhead. Energy savings occurs by reducing the number of 

hops false reports travel in the sensor network and dynamically adapting to the attack ratio in the 

fuzzy-based EDEF scheme. We can increase the probability or power for better detection with 

feasible initial key distribution as proposed in the fuzzy-based fitness method presented in the 

previous section. The reason for the increase in detection power is that more matching keys are 

found in a given path as compared to the probabilistic method in the original scheme. In this 

section, we present the energy-efficiency and detection-capacity of the EDEF scheme in 

comparison with CCEFvariants (i.e., with different	#�). Similar performance improvement may 

be expected in the IHA scheme [4], which is also based on a fixed path and detection power. 

 

4.1. Energy-efficiency 

 
In this section, the energy-efficiency is compared with different detection probabilities. In CCEF, 

the detection probability is independent of the �	� and has a fixed value. In order to compare it 

with the EDEF scheme, we set ' = {0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 1.00} with detection capacity	#� = 1/'ℎ ={4/ℎ, 2/ℎ, 4/3ℎ, 1/ℎ}, where ℎ depends on the number of hops between the source and the	��. If K QRSis the energy consumed by fix probability based CCEF when #� = JT� and KUVU9	is the energy 

consumed by the fuzzy-based EDEF scheme, then the average energy-efficiency is defined by 

Figure 4: Avg. energy per report in CCEF and EDEF 
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�? = WXK QRS − KUVU9X / Z
K QRS + KUVU92 \] − (2) 

 

For the values in the set of	#�, the detection power is in descending order with the first value 

corresponding to	' = 0.25, which represents the highest detection probability. In the Figure 4 the 

proposed scheme energy-efficiency over four variants of CCEF is given by �? = {13.91, 7.908,5.420, 4.553}%. It can be observed with the higher the detection-capacity, the greater is the 

energy saving. This is also shown in Figure 4 that as the �	� increases the energy consumption 

the different schemes decreases.  

 

However, this is not the case in Figures 5 and 6 which are the special case of Figure 4. Figure 4 is 

decomposed into two figures representing only fabricated reports and legitimate report cases. The 

so called FTR label on x-axis is symbolic to indicate that energy consumption is calculated at 

given FTRs as have been done in parent Figure 4 but this time only energy consumption for 
fabricated and legitimate reports have been calculated separately. These two figures show roughly 

constant energy consumption along x-axis. The jittery curves are because of the fact that number 

of verifications nodes on a path cannot be equally assigned according to the �	�. For example; in 

a path of 8 hop counts with FTR as 30% how many nodes should be assigned as verification 

nodes (to get detection-capacity of	#�=30%)? At best we can select 2 nodes representing 25% of 

the nodes and 3 nodes with 37.5% of the nodes.  

 

As shown by example we cannot get exact 30% nodes which is required to represent smooth 

behavior, therefore performance is jittery. The purpose of having separate cases is to help 

understanding that actual (or significant) energy saving is made by dropping fabricated reports 

(Figure 5) whereas comparable energy saving in case of energy saving by legitimate reports 
(Figure 6). Fabricate reports case uses much less (almost half) energy as compare to the legitimate 

reports which have to go through more verifications. 

 

As shown in Figure 5, EDEF in case of fabricated reports consumed significantly less average per 

report energy as compared to all four variants of CCEF. This is due to the fact that fabricated 

reports are dropped earlier as a result corresponding energy consumption is reduced. 

  

However, as shown in Figure 6, the case of legitimate reports, our scheme does not outperform all 

variants of CCEF. This is because our scheme bank on better detection-capacity which saves 

energy by restricting fabricated report travelling less number of hops. The better detection-

capacity indirectly results in move verifications. This means on average legitimate reports have to 

go through increased number of verifications and thus more energy. Therefore our scheme does 

Figure 5: Avg. energy per fabricated report Figure 6: Avg. Energy per legitmate report 
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not outperform all variants of CCEF.For variants of CCEF the intensity verifications is related to 

value of α. In case of CCEF with	' = 0.25, since 	#�is highest resulting in most number of 

verification. Thus energy consumptions for legitimate reports in that case is highest of all other 

variants and proposed scheme. For rest of the cases with increase in '	the value of 	#�decreases 

and thus verifications and corresponding energy consumption is reduced.   
 

Moreover, CCEF comparatively consumes less energy when 	#�is low (CCEF:	' = {0.75, 1.00}) 
as shown in Figure 6, but the detection-capacity is compromised as we will observe in the 

detection-capacity section 4.2 in Figure 7. 

 

4.2. Detection Capacity  

 
The detection-capacity is directly proportional to the detection probability. However, a high 

detection probability causes greater energy consumption due to increased verification for true 

reports and vice versa. Our EDEF scheme based on fuzzy logic has a detection capacity of 

99.95%. For different 	#� values, CCEF in four scenarios resulted in the following detection 

capacities: �``U9 = {98.3, 87.53, 75.88, 64.25} %.  

 

If b QRSis the detection capacity of CCEF with #� = JT� and cdedfis the detection capacity of the 

EDEF scheme, then the average detection-capacity (i.e., percentage difference) improvement over 

CCEF is defined by 
 

��� = WXb QRS − �UVU9X / Z
b QRS + bUVU92 \] − (3) 

 

Hence, detection-capacity improvement ���of the EDEF scheme in four scenarios against CCEF 

is given by ��� = {1.66, 12.44, 24.08, 35.72}%. The performance analysis of the EDEF scheme 

against CCEF with different detection probabilities is shown in Figure7.It can be observed by 

close analysis of Figure 4 and 7, by increase the #� the filtering capacity can be increase however 

the energy consumption will also increase. For illustration see case of CCEF with #� =0.25%detection is closer to EDEF in Figure 7 but corresponding energy consumption in Figure 4 

for the same case is highest as compare to other three cases of CCEF and EFEF.  

 

4.3. ReportsDrop per Hop 

 

 
 

Figure 7: Detection capacity comparison 
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In this section, we illustrated that energy-efficiency and false report detection improvement is 

based on the better detection per hop. Three cases of false number of report drops per hops for 

different values of #� and �	� are shown. In case of #� = h� and �	�=50%, the respective 

number of reports dropped in CCEF and EDEF per hop are shown in the Figure 8. Since both 

schemes detection is based on distance more reports are dropped on starting hops. However, 

EDEF in addition to distance also consider FTR and energy of a node based on fuzzy based 

system, it has more detection-capacity. This is due to the fact that on average most number of 

reports dropped in proposed scheme is higher and more reports are dropped at earlier hops. 

Therefore our scheme detection-capacity is make use of both better and early detection. Similar 

trend is highlighted in two other cases in Figure 9 and 10.  

 

Figure 8: False reports dropped per hop (FTR=50%) 

Figure9: False reports dropped per hop (FTR=70%) 

Figure 10: False reports dropped per hop (FTR=90%) 
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5. RELATED WORK 

 
In the last decade, a great deal of research has been done on security, energy efficiency, and 

network lifetime. The work in CCEF [1] is most closely related to our proposed work, which is 
explained in background Section 1.1. Dynamic en-route filtering (DEF) [2] uses the hill climbing 

approach for key dissemination in order to filter false reports earlier, where each node requires a 

key chain for authentication. Statistical en-route filtering (SEF) [3] first addressed the false report 

detection problems by determining the number of compromised sensor nodes. It introduces the 

general en-route filtering framework, which serves as the basis of subsequent en-route filtering-

based security protocols.  

 

The IHA scheme [4] can detect false data reports when no more than t nodes are compromised. It 

provides an upper bound to the number of hops a false report can traverse before it is dropped in 

the presence of t clouding nodes. The authors of [5] analyze different security schemes, showing 

that en-route filtering is an efficient way to deal with false data injection attacks in WSNs.In a 

probabilistic voting-based filtering scheme (PVFS) [6], the number of votes (i.e., MACs) is used 

to prevent both fabricated reports with false votes and false votes in valid report attacks. The 

fuzzy-based path selection method (FPSM) [7] improves the detection of false reports in the 

WSN, in which each cluster chooses paths by considering the detection power of the false data 

and the energy efficiency. In [8], a key index-based routing for filtering false event reports in the 

WSN is presented. Each node selects a path from the event source to the destination based on the 

key index of its neighbor nodes.In [9], the authors propose an active en-route filtering scheme 

which supports dynamic network conditions. Hill climbing is used to increase the filtering 

capacity of the proposed scheme resulting in energy savings and less memory being needed. 

 

 The paper in [10] reviews a number of en-route filtering schemes in WSNs and analyzes their 

performance considering filtering efficiency. The work in [11] addresses the limitations of IHA, 

which works on a single fixed path between the source and the destination. The authors propose a 

multipath interleaved hop-by-hop authentication (MIHA) scheme that creates multiple paths and 

switches to another path if there are 0 compromised nodes in the current path. The authors in [12], 

propose an en-route filtering scheme based on SEF to counter false reports and wormhole attacks. 

The results validate the improved performance with increased detection power and up to 20% 

energy savings. An evaluation of the en-route filtering schemes in WSNs [13] addresses both 

false report filtering and denial of service (DoS) attacks in WSNs. Multipath routing is used to 

distribute the keys to forwarding nodes in order to reduce the cost of updating the keys and to 

accommodate frequent topology changes. 

 
In [14] a greedy perimeter stateless routing for wireless sensor networks has been presented. This 

simple routing method make use of geographical information based on distance. In an energy-

efficient multi-hop hierarchical routing protocol (MHRP) for WSNs [15], the authors studied the 

effect of cluster size on energy consumption. The protocol uses residual energy for routing 

decisions along with clustering to prolong the network lifetime. The low-energy adaptive 

clustering hierarchy (LEACH) [16] uses a random rotation of local �� to evenly distribute the 
energy load among the sensors in the WSNs. It uses data fusion to achieve an eight-fold reduction 

in energy usage in comparison with traditional routing protocols. The work in [17] presents a 

detailed survey on routing techniques in WSNs.  

 

The work in [18] discusses the cluster size issue from a practitioner’s perspective in terms of the 

communication needed for data collection. In [19], the authors present the optimal cluster size 

considering the network lifetime and energy-efficiency. With the adaptive decentralized re-

clustering protocol (ADRP) [20], the �� and the next CHs are chosen considering the residual 

energy of each node and the average energy of each cluster. The work in [21] presents dynamic 
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decentralized resource allocation in changing conditions with the aim to maximize the 

contribution of each node to the network. The authors present the self-organizing resource 

allocation (SORA) approach for optimal resource allocation in WSNs. 

 

In [22], the problem of resource control is addressed. Increasing the resources without 

considering the type of congestion, traffic pattern, and network topology can make the situation 

worse. The topology-aware resources adaptation (TARA) strategy presents a topology-aware 

resource adaption that addresses the congestion problem. The study in [23] investigates the 

uneven consumption of the energy in gradient sinking networks. This leads to the presence of 

energy holes resulting in a significant reduction in the sensor network lifetime. The results 

demonstrate that the stated strategy can reduce energy consumption, cater to energy holes, and 

extend the network lifetime dramatically. In this work the underlying platform is considered as 

Mica2 based on energy consumption values from [24, 25].  

 

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

 
We have demonstrated the improved energy efficiency and detection capacity of the EDEF 

scheme in comparison with CCEF with different detection probability settings in four scenarios. 

A fuzzy-based system enabled our scheme to have an increased detection capacity and inputs of 

fuzzy membership functions catering to the FTR and ENERGY for determining the fitness of a 

node to be a verification node resulted in energy efficiency. We saved energy by supporting 

dynamic changes in the FTR and ENERGY of a sensor, which can vary with time. Our scheme in 

all four scenarios performed better than CCEF in security (i.e., increased detection capacity, 

better or early detection per hop) and energy savings (i.e., increased energy efficiency). In CCEF 

with a higher	#�, the detection capacity increases, however, the energy overhead increases as 

well. This can be observed by comparing the curves in Figs. 4 and 7. In the future, we plan to 

propose a new en-route filtering scheme based on A* tree hierarchy management, re-clustering 

using genetic algorithm (GA), and optimized fuzzy membership functions. This is expected to 

give improved detection power and extended network lifetime.   
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